
ESSAYS ON ALLEN GINSBERG

Allen Ginsberg essaysAllen Ginsberg was one of the most renowned, and admired poets in contemporary literature.
Allen was known for his antiwar movements.

I fact, he didn't even set out to write a formal poem and especially not one that he would consider publishing.
His mother, Naomi, was a radical Communist who went insane and got institutionalized in early adulthood. It
was a statement on the war, and the political unrest in the United States of America following the war. Though
some poets disapproved of it, Allen was not worried by him being left by his friends but continued with his
new acquired culture and taught much about its use in the poems. His poetry fueled a whole generational
revolution in the s. He experimented riffing of rhythm and held that secret to getting the structure of his poem
laid in the choruses of jazz music. In actuality, however, "Howl" serves as an autobiographical sketch and it
acts, in some ways, as a precursor to his lesser known poem from the same publication, "America," which is
his final articulation of his love for his country and his disillusionment with its current state of affairs.
Ginsberg is best known for his epic poem "Howl", in which he denounced what he saw as the destructive
forces of capitalism and conformity in the United States. Like this. In this process, he composes Howl to
create a new way of observation for life through the expression of counterculture. Violence was quickly
becoming part of the American culture, a development that made Ginsberg very displeased. Ginsberg also uses
several literary techniques in these works to enhance the images for the reader. New World Encyclopedia.
Others wonder that the past is better than how it is in the present. In actuality, however, "Howl" serves as an
autobiographical sketch and it acts, in some ways, as a precursor to his lesser known poem from the same
publication, "America," which is his final articulation of his love for his country and his disillusionment with
its current state of affairs They felt communication to be a fine-tuned relationship between the mind and its
environment, and as such, a writing tool naturally and necessarily void of abstraction Many can relate to what
Ginsberg and his friends have been through, also having experienced the same struggles. Adding to this
troubling time Ginsberg in his teens became aware of his homosexuality, which he concealed from everyone
until his late twenties. During his exploration in California Ginsberg wrote on of his most famous pieces,
Howl. If you think the s is corrupted, we still experience a few of the same issues today His influence on
everyone he came in contact with carries on even after his death, and many writers dedicate their time to
documenting his life as it affected them Poetry rarely flourishes in a vacuum. For a period he suffered minor
ailments like high blood pressure and later at the beginning of April, he was told he had few days left before
his death in April  Ginsberg harkens back to the thoughts of the transcendentalists and throughout his aimless
stroll, he questions Whitman and through his questioning complicates the notion of modern America It is said
that Allen Ginsberg was ahead of his time, but in fact he was just riding the wave of a literature revolution In
essence, the speaker presents to the reader those unanswerable questions that neither himself nor him as
America are able to answer The writer addresses America as jilted lover starting with discovery of America
and moves to ridicule the country and mock its personified being for its culture.


